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Abstract 
This paper constructs the Lobatto-type quadrature formula for the rational space 
with the nonreal elements in {ak};=, c @\[-I, 1] p aired by complex conjugation. This Lobatto-type quadrature formula 
is based on the extreme points of the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind with the rational space gn(al,. . .,a,,). 
Moreover, it is exact for any element in &-l(al , . . . , a,,). @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS classification: 65D32; 4lA20 
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1. Introduction 
We let 6Pm be the set of all real algebraic polynomials of degree at most m, and let 
(1.1) 
where {ak};=, c @\[-1, l] is a fixed set of poles such that I$=, Ix - a&] E P,,. In other words, 
the nonreal poles form complex conjugate pairs. When all the poles {uk}[l,, are distinct and real, 
Pn(a1, a2,. . . , a,) is simply the real span of the following system: 
{ 
1 1 1 
I,----- - 
x - a1 ’ x - u2, ,***, 1 X-L& ’ 
XE [-l,l]. 
Clearly, it is a Chebyshev system (cf. [2, 10, 141). 
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(1.2) 
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There are very few situations where Chebyshev polynomials can be explicitly computed. However, 
the explicit formulae for the Chebyshev polynomials for the systems Pn(al,a2,. . . , a,,) with distinct 
real poles outside [- 1, I] are implicitly contained in Achiezer [ 11. Recently, Borwein et al. [3] 
have derived analogue Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kinds with Yn(aI,a2,. . . ,a,). 
Moreover, they [3] allow repeated poles and nonreal poles in this system with the nonreal poles in 
complex conjugate pairs. It is shown in [3] that these Chebyshev polynomials preserve almost all of 
the elementary properties of the classical Chebyshev polynomials. 
The main object of this paper is to construct the Lobatto-type quadrature formula in the real 
rational space: 
~2n-,(al,a2,...,an):= 
{ 
P(x) 
l-I;=, Ix - &I2 
PE&_, . 
1 
(1.3) 
We first consider the quasi-Hetmite-type interpolation based on the extreme points of the Chebyshev 
polynomial of the first kind with S$(al,a2,. . . , a,). We then construct a Lobatto-type quadrature by 
using this quasi-Hermite-type interpolation. Moreover, we have shown that it is positive quadrature 
formula and it is exact for any element in 9?2n-i(al,. . . ,a,). Second, we show that this quasi-Hermite 
interpolation converges uniformly to the continuous function on [- 1, I] under the some conditions. 
Related studies about rational interpolation can also be found in [4, 5, 8, 11, 181 and references 
therein. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we construct the Lobatto-type quadrature formula. 
In Section 3 the uniform approximation of quasi-Hermite-Fejer-type interpolation is established under 
the some conditions. 
Throughout this paper, we use d(a) to denote some positive constant depending only on a, whose 
value may different from line to line. We use 1].& to denote the supremum norm on A c R. The 
symbol “N” is used as follows: if A and B are two expressions depending on some variables and 
indices, then 
A N B H IAB-’ I d constant and IA-‘BI <constant. 
2. Lobatto-type quadrature formula 
Let T, and U, be the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind associated with 
%,(a1 , . . . , a,), respectively. First we introduce a result obtained by Borwein et al. in [3, Theorem 1.21: 
Theorem A. Let the nonreal elements in {uk};l.,, c C\[-1, l] be paired by complex conjugation. 
Then 
(4 r, E ~?I(@, * * * 3 a,) and U,, E Y+l(al,..., a,,). 
(b) IITnll[-I,,, = II~wx)ll[-1,1, = 1. 
(cl There are n + 1 points: 
- 1 =x, <X,-i < . . . <X] <x0 = 1 
such that z(~,+)=(-l)~, k=O, l,..., n. 
(2.1) 
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(d) We have 
C2(x) + (J1-;ITu”(x))2 = 1, x E [-1. 11. (2.2) 
Clearly, {x~};=~ are the extreme points of T, and also, {xk}i;: are the zeros of U,. Then, for a 
givenfunctionfdefinedon[-l,l]andyLER(k=l,..., n - 1 ), we construct the quasi-Hermite-type 
interpolation based on (2.1) as follows: 
H,( j-,x) := 2 f(XkPk(X) + !g Ybkk(X)Y 
k=O k=l 
where 
2t;(xk)- 3)(x-xk)]&x), k=l,..., n-l, 
h,(x) - +x 1 := U,‘(x) -n V(x) 1 - x 
2 U;(l)’ 
h,(x) := 
2 U,2(-1)’ 
1 -x2 
gk(X) :=(x - xk)- 1 _x28;(x), k= l,...,n - 1, 
L 
Ull(x) 
ek(x) := u,$-k)(x - xk)’ 
k= l,...,n - 1. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
It satisfies that 
~n(f,xk)=f(Xk), k=O,l,.-.,n, H,l(f,Xk)=y;, k= I,..., II- 1. 
The quasi-Hermite interpolation was first considered by Egervary et al. (cf. [7, 171 or [ 161) for the 
classical polynomial case. 
Lemma 2.1. Let the nonreal elements in {ak}tzl c C\[-1, l] be paired by complex conjugation. 
Then 
Proof. Since U, E 9),_,(a,, . . . , a,), we can express it as 
u ,= en-l(x) 
il. R,(x) ’ 
where R,(x) := (x - a~). ..(x-aa,), Q,_,<x):=e,_,(x-xl)...(x-x,-l) and en-l depends on both 
n and {a,}!=,. So, we have 
&(X/t) &k(x) = - R,(x)qk(~), k= l,...,n - 1, (2.7) 
Qn-I(X) q&):= Q~(xk)(x _xk)> k = l>...,n - 1. 
clearly, /k(x) E 9n_2(al,. . . , a,), so the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 follows by its definition. 0 
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Lemma 2.2. Let the nonreal elements in {ak}!,, c C\[-1, l] be paired by complex conjugation. 
Then, for any given element p E Bzn_l(al,. . . ,a,,) we have 
H&,x) = P. (2.8) 
Proof. By (2.7) we have 
n-l 
H,(f,x)=Cf(x*)+$ 
k=l k 
n-l 
+f(l)ho(x)+f(-l)h.(x)+Cf.‘(xk)(n-xk)~~~:(x). 
k=l 
(2.9) 
For pEB1n-l(al,...,a,), we let 
m(x) :=$yx)p(x) (E 92n-I>. 
Then by a simple calculation and the classical quasi-Hermite interpolation (cf. [7] or [ 17]), we have 
(x*,s [I- (2&k)- A) (x-xk)] i%x) 
k k 
n-l 
+ c r;(xk)+$(x - xk)&x) 
k=l k 
which is the same as (2.8). 0 
Let 
;lk := k= l,...,n - 1, 
l := J 1 /I., 
1, 
:= 
_, 
v&2 :XEdx, J 1 1 1 -x U,‘(x) -, Ji=T 2 U;(-l)dX 
then we deduce a quadrature formula: 
J 
I 
_-l ~~f(x)dx=Q.(f):=&f(l)+~~kf(xk)+/I.f(-l). (2.12) 
k=l 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
This was first considered by Lobatto for classical polynomial case (cf. [6]). So we call it the Lobatto- 
type quadrature formula. The Lobatto quadrature formula is of use in the following situations: 
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1. f(& 1) = 0 or any other known value. 
2. f(x) displays particular behavior at x = f 1 such that an apparent singularity. 
Moreover, the Lobatto quadrature formula has been applied to the numerical solution of linear 
differential equations and Volterra’s integral equation (cf. [ 151 or [6, p. 811). 
With respect to this quadrature formula, we have 
Theorem 2.3. Let the nonreal elements in {ak};=, c C\[-1, l] be paired by complex conjugation. 
Then 
(a) (2.12) is a positive quadrature formula, that is Ak ~0, k = 0,. . . , n. 
(b) (2.12) is exact for any element p E 9&_,(al,. . . ,an). 
Proof. (a) Trivial. By Lemma 2.2 and (2.3)-(2.5), to prove (b) it is sufficient to prove that 
I _I1 v’-(x - xk#(x) dx = 0, j=l ,...,n - 1. 
Clearly, this is equivalent to 
s ’ vmU,(x)G(x)dx=O, j= l,..., n- 1. -1 (2.13) 
Note that (cf. [3]) 
un(x) := _Mz) - f,_‘(z) z+z-’ 
z-z-’ ’ x = ------) IZI = 1, 2 
where 
fn(z) := M,(z) 
z”M,(z-’ j 
fi(z-ck,(z-~k, 
‘12 
2 
k=l 
where the square root is defined so that M,*(z) = z”M,(z-’ ) is analytic in a neighbourhood of the 
closed unit disk, and 
ck = ak - ai - 1, lckl < 1. (2.14) 
Throughout this paper, J ai - 1 will be always defined by (2.14). Without loss of generality, we 
suppose that .P,,(a,, . . . , a,) has a pole of the multiplicity m in the point ai E R, where 1 <m <n. 
Let C+ be the upper half unit circle, apply the transformation x = (z + z-‘)/2, and by a simple 
calculation, for 1 <j <m, we have 
I ’ -I ~~U,,(X)(~ _la,,j dx = -i2je2 / I c+ 
= _@-2 I c+ 
tz _ z-l)zi-l 
((z _ ci)(z _ c;l ))jcf.(') - Le’(z))dz 
(22 - 1 )z’-2 
((z _ ci)(z _ c;l))j(f.(z) - f,-'(z))dz' 
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For the second part 
- I (z2 - lW2 f-‘(Z))dz c+ (z-ci)(z-cp)j n ’ 
we use the transformation t = l/z to convert it to the lower half circle C-, then by a careful 
calculation we conclude that 
Hence, for j = 1, by the Residue Theorem we have 
s ’ J1-xzu,(x$- -1 X - Ui 
=7t 
=7c(O+(-l)n+‘C,.**C,)=(-l)“+1RC,*~~C,. (2.15) 
Also, if m 22, note that the function { [(z2 - l)~j-~]/[((z - ci)(z - ci’ ))‘I} fn(z) is analytic in the 
unit disk for 2 <j dm, it implies that 
J ’ ~Un(x)cx~ui,i dx=O, 2<j<m. -1 
For 5%~ # 0 with the multiplicity r, by the same fashion, we conclude that 
J ’ -1 J~-.;SU,(~)(~ !;;:,“‘,, dx = &I(-l)n+‘+l *.‘c,), 
and for r>l, 2bj<r, we have 
s _” di=m<x> 6kjx + gkj ((x - ak)(X - ak))j dx 
=__@-2 s (Z2 - l)Z2i-3(%(Z2 + 1) + ckjz) C (Z - Ck)(Z - C;‘)(Z - zk)(Z - i?k-‘))j f&)dz. 
recall that the function 
(Z2 - I)z*‘-~( %(Z’ + 1) + @kjZ) 
((Z - Ck)(Z - C;‘)(Z - ck)(Z - ck-’ ))j fn(z) 
is analytic in the unit disk for 2 <j < Y, then it implies that 
6kjx + ckj 
dx = 0, 2,<j,<r. 
((x - ak)(X - ak))j 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
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Without loss of generality, we suppose that al E Iw with the multiplicity pl, Sk # 0 with the multi- 
plicity pk and the last pole a, E R! with the multiplicity ps, respectively, then by the partial fraction 
decomposition we have 
e,(x) = +-_ + . . . + 
6 lP/ 
+...+ 
BklX + okl 
(x - at )P’ (x - ak)(X - ak) 
+ . ..+ hkpnX + Ok,, +...+A+...+ 6 < 
((x - ak)(X - ak))" s (x -Tz,p . (2.19) 
Since tk(x) E p*_Z(al,. . . , a,), it implies that the coefficient of x”-’ of the denominator of tj(x) must 
be equal to zero, i.e., 
2 Sil = 0. (2.20) 
i=l 
So, combining (2.15)-(2.20) we conclude that 
s 
I 
_-] JTTSU~(X)k’j(X) dx = (-1 )“+‘Tcc~ . . * c, 2 6il = 0, 
i=l 
which is nothing but (2.13). Therefore, we have completed the proof of Theorem 2.3. 0 
Note that 
g(l - Ickl)=~ (2.21) 
k=l 
implies that {.!!Y,,_l(al,. . . , a,)},:, are dense in Cc-l, l] (cf. [ 131, for the real case, also see Achiezer 
[l, Problem 7, p. 254]), and g+,(ui,. ..,a,) C9%&l(ul ,..., a,), Therefore we have the following 
convergence result: 
Corollary 2.4. Let the nonreal elements in {uk};,, c @\[-1, l] be paired by complex conjugation 
and distinct. Then (2.21) implies that 
QrU)+I; &&dx (n-+00) 
for f E C[-1, 11. 
3. Uniform convergence of quasi-Hermite interpolation 
For the simplicity of the statements of our results, we first introduce an assumption. 
Definition 3.1. Let the nonreal elements in {uk}&, c a=\[- 1, l] be paired by complex conjugation. 
If there exists some constant 01 such that 
1% a@> 1, (3.1) 
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i.e. the poles must stay outside an circle which contains the unit circle in its interior, we say that 
{ak}jlT1 c a=\[- 1, l] satisfy Assumption (A). 
Let 
where J ui - 1 (k = l,...,n) are defined by (2.14). B,(x) (n = 1,2,. . .) are called the Bernstein 
factors and play an important role in [3]. Under Assumption (A), we have the following estimates 
about Bernstein factors: 
(3.2) 
Lemma 3.2 (cf. Min [ll]). Let {&};=I c C\[-1, l] satisfy Assumption (A). Then 
I%(x) - n, 
[B;(x)1 <d(a)n. 
Now we state the main result of this section. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Theorem 3.3. Let fcC[-l,l], yL=O (k= l,..., n - l), and let {ak}E, C a=\[-1, l] satisfy As- 
sumption (A). Then 
Ji+@IU,x) = f(x) (3.5) 
uniformly on [-1, 11. 
In particular, if the number of the distinct elements of {&}E1 C a=\[- 1, l] is finite, then we have 
Corollary 3.4. Let f E C[-1, 11, yb =0 (k = 1,. . . , n - l), and let the nonreal elements in {a,‘},& C 
C\[-1, l] be paired by complex conjugation. If the number of the distinct elements in {ak}E, is 
finite, then 
$m_Hn(f,x) = f(x) 
uniformly on [ - 1, 11. 
In order to prove the above Theorem 3.3, we first prove several lemmas. 
Lemma 3.5 shows that the corresponding Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind for P’,(a,, 
a2,..., a,) still satisfy certain differential equation. 
Lemma 3.5. Let the nonreal elements in {ak}[l,, c C\[-1, l] be paired by complex conjugation, 
and let T, and U,, be the Chebyshev polynomials of the jirst and second kinds for P,,(a,, a2,. . . , a,,), 
respectively, Then 
(1 - x’>u,“<x> - 3xU,‘(x) + (B;(x) - l)U”(X) = -BL(x)T,(x). (3.6) 
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Proof. Let FJt) := T,(cos t) and fin(t) := U,( cost) sin t. We then have (cf. [3, Theorem 2.11) 
F;(t) = -B,(t)&(t), 6;(t) = B,(t)F,(t), t E R, 
where j,,(t) := B,(cos t). Hence, 
m-4 = &(x)UAx), U,‘(x) = xUn(x) - &(x)T,(x) 
l-x2 (3.7) 
Then, by (3.7) and a simple calculation, it is easy to verify (3.6). 0 
Remark. When ak --+ 00, then we have B,(x) = n for x E [- 1, 11, consequently, B;(x) = 0 on [- 1, 11. 
Then (3.6) degenerates to the case of the classical Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind. 
Lemma 3.6 gives explicit formulae for the Lagrange fundamental interpolatory functions [k(x) (k= 
1 3 . . . , n - 1 ), and quasi-Hermite interpolatory functions hk(X) (k = 1,. . . , n - l), respectively. 
Lemma 3.6. Let {uk}~,, c C\[-1, 11. Then, fir k = 1,2,. . . ,n, 
t&) = &(-1) k+l (’ -x,‘)udx) 
Bn(xk)(x - xk)' 
k= l,...,n_ 1 
1 -x2 
hk(X) = - 
1 -x; 
Xk+n B’ (Xk ) 
1 -xi B&Q) > 1 (x-.xk) t;(X), k=l,..., n- 1, 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
where c= 1 or -1. 
Proof. Eq. (3.8) is directly from (2.6) and (3.7). Also, by the L’Hospital rule we can show that 
2/L&) = unl’(xk)/u;(xk), then (3.9) can be easily shown by Lemma 3.5. ??
Lemma 3.7. Let {ak}izl C C\[-1, l] satisfy Assumption (A). Then 
2 lh(x)l <d(a), 
k=O 
2 IX -Xkllhk(X)I Z&f(X)G~(x)‘, 
k=O 
n 
;$.. 2 hk(X) = 1 
k=O 
uniformly on [ - 1, I]. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
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Proof. Here we just prove (3.12) and (3.13), since (3.10) and (3.11) can be proved in the same 
fashion as (3.12). From (2.5), Lemma 3.6, Lemma 3.2 and by a simple calculation we have 
then Cauchy’s inequality yields 
= (1 - x’)U,‘(x) ?I-’ 1 - x2 n-l 
n3~2 c k=, tx - xk>2 
+2xX2-n 
k=, x -xk 
By a simple calculation we have 
n-1 
c l = q’(x) - ww,‘<x> 
k=, cx - xk >* U,‘(x) +e l k,, tx - ak>*' 
Recall that a Schur-type inequality (cf. [12]) 
IPllr-u G II~nll,-1,1lIl~~~~~ll,-~,~l 
holds for P E gn_l(al,. . . , a,,), we then deduce 
IIUnllr-1.11 d IPnllr-LIP 
Thus, from Theorem A(b) and (d), Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5 we conclude that 
n-1 (1 - x’)‘U,‘(x) c k=, (x - xk)2 = (XU, - B,(x)T,(x)>2 - x(2 + QI(x))(xKI(x) - &(x)W)) 
- (1 - x’>u,‘<x> + @(x)( 1 - x’)U,‘(x) + &(x)( 1 - x2)T,(x)U,(x) 
+(1 -x’)‘u;(x)~ l 
kzl cx - ak I2 
< d(a)n2. 
Similarly, we have 
<d(a)n2. 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Then, combining (3.14) (3.17) and (3.18) we deduce (3.12). 
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Next we prove (3.13). We know (cf. [ll]) that there exists p,, E .CF~_,(al,. . . ,a,) such that 
111 - P,ll,-,,,@fi ICkl. (3.19) 
k=l 
Recall that the Bernstein-type inequality (cf. [3, Corollary 3.21) 
(3.20) 
holds for p E Pn(al,. . . , a,), so combining (3.3), (3.19) and (3.20) we conclude that 
~IP~<.4 d&(x)lll - Pnll,-I,11 Sd(aWndd(a) 
for n>N(a). Thus, by (3.10), (3.19), (3.21) and (3.13), we have 
(3.21) 
< e(1 - Pn(Xk))hk(X) - 2 P:(xk)dx) + iI1 - PnII[-LII 
k=O k=l 
=o(l)(;+-+o, n+cch 
which implies (3.13). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We can now prove it by usual way. We can easily show that 
b%(fd - f(x>l G 2 lf(Xk) - f(x>llhk(x)l + llfll eh ( > - 1 
k=O I/;O*' 1 
:= S,(x) + 2&(x). (3.22) 
Note that 
~(f,WG(l + n)o(fJ), (A>O, 6>0), 
where co( f, .) is the modulus of continuity of f. 
Hence from (3.10) we have 
~,(x)c~~(/,lX--xk~)~h*(X)l4~(/,6)~(1+~) lhk(x>l 
k=O k=O 
(3.23) 
< Q(f,a) d(a) +  I/& IX-Xk\Ihk(X)I 
k=O 
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Taking 6 := ~~[U&c)j/& in the above inequality, recalling d-1 Un(x)j < 1 (cf. Theorem 
A(b)) and using (3.11) we conclude that 
S,(x)-+O, Iz-+oo, 
uniformly on [- 1, 11. Also, from (3.13) we conclude that 
&(x)+0, n+co, 
uniformly on [- 1, 11. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 0 
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